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2020 Product Descriptions
Resources for Adobe video & audio partners

Keeping Adobe content and product information up-to-date ensures a consistent 
experience for customers and prospects. Aligning our messaging helps us to leverage 
our partnership and maximize our impact in the marketplace.

Each of the main Adobe apps is self-standing creative tool for a specific area of media production. 
Deep integrations between the apps support a range of production workflows. For the Adobe video 
and audio apps, these include workflows for film, broadcast, online, animation, and audio content.

How to use this guide
This guide provides up-to-date messaging for the Adobe video products and workflows. Adobe video 
partners are welcome to copy or adapt any of this content for their own materials.

A note about trademarking
Third-parties must use correct Adobe product names and include Adobe trademarking in the first 
prominent use of an Adobe product name. Headlines should always show full product name, without 
trademark symbols

Correct headline: Adobe Premiere Pro 

Correct trademarking for first mention: Adobe® Premiere® Pro 

Incorrect: Adobe, Adobe Premiere, Premiere

For more information on trademarking, see our Press Release Guide

Adobe Creative Cloud
Creative Cloud gives you all 
of the Adobe video tools; 
world-class design, web, and 
photography apps; and Adobe 
Stock for sourcing fresh footage 
and Motion Graphics templates. 
Get high performance editing 
with powerful color, graphics, 
and audio tools, integrated 
workflows, collaboration 
features, and support for the 
latest formats. With regular 
updates and learning resources, 
Creative Cloud puts everything 
you need at your fingertips. 
www.adobe.com/go/video 

The Adobe video apps include Adobe Premiere Pro, for editing and refining videos, After Effects, for motion graphics and visual effects, 
Adobe Audition, for audio mixing and editing, and others.
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1. Adobe video app descriptions (Copy blocks)

Adobe Premiere Pro 
Professional video editing app with industry-leading integration and native format support

Highlight features: Use Productions in Premiere Pro to organize multi-project workflows, including 
collaboration via shared local storage. Use Auto Reframe, powered by Adobe Sensei AI, to intelligently 
version your video for different viewing platforms, such as square, vertical, and custom aspect ratios. 

Short description (32 words)
Adobe® Premiere® Pro is a professional video editing app offering broad native file format support, 
efficient workflows, integration with other Adobe apps, and powerful creative tools for color, 
graphics, and audio. 

Long description with highlight feature (84 wds.)
Adobe® Premiere® Pro is a professional video editing app offering robust native file format support, editing 
efficiency, and a rich creative toolset for color, graphics, and sound. The sleek editing environment is built 
around customizable task-focused workspaces. Adobe Sensei AI technologies automate previously 
time-consuming tasks, such as matching shots and audio mixing, without sacrificing creative control. 
Innovative motion graphics workflows make it easy to incorporate and customize animations and title 
sequences. Render out deliverables optimized for almost any platform and bandwidth requirements. 

Connected workflows with Adobe Premiere Pro (45 wds.)
The broad file format support and open architecture of Adobe Premiere Pro allow editors and video 
creators to integrate other production tools and assets into their workflow, such as Dynamic Link with 
After Effects, support for layered Photoshop files, and hundreds of third-party technologies.

Adobe After Effects 
The industry-standard for creating motion graphics and visual effects

Highlight feature: Remove unwanted objects and clean up shots with Content Aware Fill for video, an 
Adobe Sensei technology first introduced in Photoshop and now available in After Effects.

Short description (34 wds.)
Deliver cinematic visual effects and sophisticated motion graphics with After Effects® . Integration with 
Adobe Premiere® Pro , Photoshop® and other Adobe apps make the workflow smoother and faster, from 
idea to delivery.

Long description with highlight feature (95 wds.)
Deliver cinematic visual effects and sophisticated motion graphics with the industry-standard animation 
and compositing tools in After Effects® . Establish brand consistency by authoring customizable Motion 
Graphics templates for editorial workflows in Adobe® Premiere® Pro . Craft complex animations and 
impactful visual effects using innovative tools like the Warp Stabilizer VFX, 3D Camera Tracker, and 
Content Aware Fill. Tight integration with Premiere Pro , Adobe Character Animator , Photoshop® and 
other Adobe apps, make production efficient and fast, from idea to delivery. Render out final work to a 
broad list of file formats any viewing platform.

Open workflows with After Effects (42 wds.)
Designed as an open creative platform, an extensive network of companion technologies, plug-ins, and 
scripts extend the power of After Effects , allowing artists and video pros to connect their tools for almost 
any production workflow, from one-person studios to international enterprises.

Adobe Premiere Pro is a professional 
video editing application.

Who uses Premiere Pro? 
• Editors & Filmmakers

• Broadcasters & brands

• Online content creators 

• Production companies 

• Corporate & event videographers

• Students & educators

Adobe After Effects is a motion 
graphics and visual effects 
application.

Who uses After Effects? 

• Motion graphics designers

• Broadcasters & brands

• Online content creators

• Editors & filmmakers 

• Visual effects artists 

• Designers & animators
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Adobe Audition 
Comprehensive digital audio workstation for video and audio production

Highlight feature: Automatically rearrange songs to a specified duration with Remix, powered by 
Adobe Sensei® AI technology.

Short description (26 wds.)
Adobe® Audition® is a digital audio workstation combining multi-track recording, mixing, advanced 
waveform editing, and integration with Adobe Premiere® Pro , for streamlined audio production.

Long description with highlight feature (85 wds.)
Adobe® Audition® combines multi-track mixing, precision waveform editing, spectral editing for audio 
restoration, over 50 built-in effects, support for third-party plugins, and the Essential Sound panel for 
simplifying and streamlining audio workflows. Integration between Audition and Adobe Premiere® Pro , 
providing core audio functions in the video editing environment, and a dedicated audio workspace for 
detail work, mixing, and mastering. Audition provides all of the tools users need for creating, shaping, and 
delivering sound, stories, and music for audio and video content.

Open workflows with Adobe Audition (32 wds.)
With broad native video format support, OMF import and export, support for integrated partner 
technologies within the UI, and hardware controls, Adobe® Audition® offers a robust solution for audio 
post workflows.

Adobe Character Animator 
Real-time performance-based character animation 

Highlight feature: Characterizer is an Adobe Sensei feature in Character Animator that turns artwork into 
fluid, animatable puppets.

Short description (13 wds.)
Adobe® Character Animator enables expressive, performance-based animation for narrative content or 
live-streaming.

Long description (99 wds.)
Adobe® Character Animator uses facial performance capture to breathe new life into a storied artform. 
Artists can rig puppets created in Photoshop® or Adobe Illustrator® and use a connect camera or web cam 
to animate their character. Keyboard shortcuts trigger other behaviours providing real-time character 
animation. Takes can be recorded, or performances can be live-streamed. Controls for partical physics 
allow users to add other objects, like falling snow or blowing bubbles. Completed animations can be 
composited into environments in After Effects® or video in Adobe® Premiere® Pro for almost any kind of 
workflow and deliverable.

Adobe Media Encoder 
Efficient video output for production formats and final deliverables

Highlight feature: Render and post your videos to FTP sites and social platforms, like YouTube, with 
Destination Publishing.

Short description (13 wds.)
Deliver optimized video for cinema, broadcast and online platforms with Adobe® Media Encoder . 

Long description with highlight feature (86 wds.)
Deliver optimized video for cinema, broadcast and online platforms with Adobe® Media Encoder , 
including Destination Publishing to FTP sites or social platforms, like Behance or YouTube. Burn in time 
codes or add LUTs to shift the colors of your renders. Imperceptibly adjust duration of final output with 
Time Tuner. Tight integration with Adobe® Premiere® Pro and After Effects® provides a seamless output 
workflow, including presets for a wide range of delivery formats. Background encoding means you can 
keep working while your files are rendered.

Adobe Audition is a professional 
audio editing application.

Who uses Adobe Audition? 
• Video editors and filmmakers
• Broadcasters and podcasters
• Sound restoration experts
• Musicians & audio engineers

Adobe Character Animator is an 
innovative application for 2D 
animation.

Who uses Character Animator? 
• Animation artists & studios

• Online content creators

• Designers & mograph artists 

• Students and educators 
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2. Adobe video workflow descriptions (Copy blocks)

Adobe® Stock
Find the perfect asset for your next creative project

Short description (26 wds.)
Search millions of HD and 4K video clips, professionally-designed Motion Graphics templates, music, and 
more, to find the the right assets to complete any video project.

Long description (82 wds.)
Adobe Stock gives users direct aess to millions of curated HD and 4K video clips, professionally--designed 
Motion Graphics templates, and more. Search original, contemporary footage, including editorial content, 
right from the Libraries panel in Adobe® Premiere® Pro , and color correct watermarked Stock footage 
in-place with the Lumetri tools before purchasing. Search and preview Motion Graphics templates, right 
from Essential Graphics panel in Adobe Premiere Pro . Drag them onto the timeline to add customizable 
text and graphics animations to video content. 

Motion Graphics workflows
Creative power, customization, and brand consistency with Motion Graphic templates

Description (80 wds.)
Adobe offers a complete toolset for architecting and amplifying brands through video. Author 
advanced Motion Graphics templates in After Effects, implement and customize content in Premiere 
Pro, source new designs on the Adobe Stock. Make complex workflows faster and repeatable while 
maintaining visual consistency. Easily update anything, from tiny typos to international campaign 
content. Motion Graphics templates take editing and video production to a new level, bringing 
flexibility, efficiency, and creative power to artists and editors of all skill levels.

Lumetri Color workflows
Innovative color correction tools in Adobe® Premiere® Pro 

Description(75 wds.)
Color and light become a natural extension of the creative editing process with the powerful and intuitive 
Lumetri color tools in Adobe® Premiere® Pro and After Effects® . Compare shots and use Color Match, 
powered by Adobe Sensei, to match them automatically, applying fully editable color adjustments to the 
target image. Use primary and secondary color grading tools, create Look presets, and hone the visual 
style of your productions while you craft your edit. 

Adobe Stock offers videos, 
Motion Graphics templates, 
photos, vectors, and 3D assets. 
Users can purchase credits or sign 
up for plans, depending on their 
needs.

Who uses Adobe Stock?
• Video pros & editors

• Online content creators

• Broadcasters & newsrooms 

• Documentary filmmakers

• Designers & photographers

Production workflow with Adobe Premiere Pro and Adobe Stock

Color Match 
new shots

Find the assets 
you need

Enrich video 
projects with 
Adobe Stock



Adobe Inc. 
345 Park Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95110-2704  
USA 
www.adobe.com

Adobe, the Adobe logo, Adobe Audition, Adobe Premiere, Adobe Sensei, After Effects, Creative Cloud, the Creative Cloud logo, Illustrator, 
InDesign, Lumetri, and Photoshop, are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. 
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

© 2020 Adobe Inc. All rights reserved. 

Audio workflows powered by Adobe Sensei
Expedite time-consuming audio tasks with Adobe Sensei® AI technologies

Description (60 wds.)
Add impact and production quality to video content with powerful audio tools and workflows in Adobe 
Premiere Pro and Adobe Audition . Automatically adjust soundtrack audio around dialog with Sensei-
enabled Auto Ducking. Automatically rearrange songs and soundtracks with a user-specified duration 
with Remix. Everything is adjustable. Adobe Sensei takes care of time-consuming manual adjustments 
without taking away creative control. 

Immersive VR workflows
Create 360 content with the Adobe® video tools 

Description (54 wds.)
End-to-end immersive VR production workflows in Premiere Pro and After Effects enable users to create 
new audience experiences. The VR toolset includes ingest, editorial, effects and transitions, viewing 
options, support for ambisonic audio, and output to immersive formats. The Adobe Immersive 
Environment offers a headset view with navigation panels for reviewing content. 

Team Projects
Collaboration platform for the Adobe® video tools 

Description (55 wds.)
Connect teams and workflows with Team Projects, built into Adobe Premiere Pro, After Effects, and 
Adobe Media Encoder, allowing video pros to work with the tools they know and their existing storage 
solutions. Team Projects makes it easy to compare versions and combine edits, giving teams an efficient 
production pipeline, wherever they are working. 

Partner integrations
Connected workflows with the Adobe® video and audio tools

Short description (23 wds.)
Designed as open platforms, the Adobe apps offer industry-leading integration with third-party 
technologies providing connected, cost-effective production workflows for any type of video content.

Long description (95 wds.)
Reduce costs and complexity by choosing tools that are designed to fit into your existing 
infrastructure. The Adobe Creative Cloud apps and services work seamlessly with third-party tools 
and formats, including a wide range of camera media and optimized hardware for storage, graphics 
and production work. Integrated extension panels bring partner technologies, like media asset 
management solutions, review and approval platforms, effects, and more, right into the Adobe 
applications, providing ultimate speed and efficiency. Choose the Adobe video apps to connect your 
entire production pipeline, from capture to final delivery on any screen or device.

Adobe Creative Cloud
Open ecosystem of creative apps and services from Adobe® 

Description (56 wds.)
On their own, apps like Adobe Premiere Pro and After Effects give you the world’s best tools for video 
editing and motion graphics. Together with Adobe Creative Cloud, they offer a connected ecosystem of 
creative apps like Adobe Photoshop , integrated services like Adobe Stock, and enhanced workflows—
powered by Adobe Sensei AI technologies.

Consistent messaging means 
greater impact: Use this content 
to update the Adobe information 
in your own materials.


